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What does it take to be one of the world's best high-altitude mountain climbers? A lot of
fundraising; traveling in some of the world's most dangerous countries; enduring cold
bivouacs, searing lungs, and a cloudy mind when you can least afford one. It means
learning the hard lessons the mountains teach. Steve House built his reputation on ascents
throughout the Alps, Canada, Alaska, the Karakoram and the Himalaya that have
expanded possibilities of style, speed, and difficulty. In 2005 Steve and alpinist Vince
Anderson pioneered a direct new route on the Rupal Face of 26,600-foot Nanga Parbat,
which had never before been climbed in alpine style. It was the third ascent of the face
and the achievement earned Steveand Vince the first Piolet d"or (Golden Ice Axe)
awarded to North Americans. Steve is an accomplished and spellbinding storyteller in the
tradition of Maurice Herzog and Lionel Terray. Beyond the Mountain is a gripping read
destined to be a mountain classic. And it
* For intermediate-to-advanced backcountry skiers* Includes trip planning, navigation,
fitness, and avalanche safety information, in addition to techniques*Provides advice on
how to make well-informed backcountry decisionsMartin Volken and his co-authors
provide skiers with all the tools and knowledge they need to safely and successfully
travel in the mountain backcountry. The guide features intermediate-to-advanced
techniques for ski touring and ski mountaineering, from planning backcountry trips to
perfecting turns in rolling terrain and mastering uphill climbing. For those skiers ready
for a more technical, high alpine environment, they draw on traditional mountaineering
skills, including roped climbing, setting protection anchors, using ice axes, climbing on
bare rock, and more. In addition to mastering techniques, Backcountry Skiing also
features information on recent evolutions in ski equipment; avalanche safety tips; a
primer on mountain weather and glaciers, trip planning tools, a discussion of emergency
situations, nutrition and fitness advice, and winter camping basics.Throughout this guide,
a special emphasis is put on being well-informed and making good decisions - whenever
you strap on your skis and skins and head out into the backcountry.
Modern Mountaineering on Alpine Rock, Snow, and Ice If your experience as a
backpacker or rock climber is drawing you higher; if the cold, remote alpine environment
calls you nearer, this book is for you. The Mountaineering Handbook will teach you the
skills that will take you to the top. Even if you’re already an experienced mountaineer,
you’ll find detailed descriptions of the newest and most effective techniques to refine and
organize your methods and equipment. The Mountaineering Handbook isn't mired in
outdated traditionalism; its new-school techniques are safer, more effective, and more fun
for mountaineers at every level. With constant emphasis on light, fast, and efficient
mountaineering, Craig Connally shows you how to: Move quickly up and down rock,
snow, and ice with appropriate safety systems Manage mountain hazards, including
rockfall, avalanche, lightning, and high-altitude illness Select the best equipment for your
personal style and objectives Maintain sound nutrition and training according to the most
up-to-date science Understand the human factors of mountaineering--the social and
psychological forces that influence critical decisions Connally’s passion for
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mountaineering is evident in his writing--The Mountaineering Handbook is clever,
insightful, and entertaining. He intends to move mountaineering into the twenty-first
century, but he’s also determined to turn the traditional how-to book on its ear by
injecting personality, humor, and thoughtfulness into every page.
Written for both beginners and advanced climbers, this revised and updated edition
reflects current techniques and new and improved equipment. Four sections cover
climbing and outdoor fundamentals; rock, snow, ice and alpine climbing; emergency
prevention and response; and the mountain environment.
Mountaineering
Food for Your Outdoor Adventures
Staying Alive in Avalanche Terrain
Climbing Free
The Mountaineering Handbook
Trad Climber's Bible
CLICK HERE to download the first chapter from Freedom Climbers (Provide us
with a little information and we'll send your download directly to your inbox) "One
of the most important mountaineering books to be written for many years."
—Boardman-Tasker Prize See this book trailer for Freedom Climbers made by
RMB Books, its publisher in Canada, where the cover is slightly different from the
Mountaineers Books U.S. edition * Behind the Iron Curtain, Cold War
mountaineers found freedom on the world's highest peaks—and paid an awful
price to achieve it * Winner of the Boardman-Tasker Prize, Banff Grand Prize, and
American Alpine Club Literary Award Freedom Climbers tells the story of
Poland's truly remarkable mountaineers who dominated Himalayan climbing
during the period between the end of World War II and the start of the new
millennium. The emphasis here is on their "golden age" in the 1980s and 1990s
when, despite the economic and social baggage of their struggling country, Polish
climbers were the first to tackle the world's highest mountains during winter,
including the first winter ascents on seven of the world's fourteen 8000-meter
peaks: Everest, Manaslu, Dhaulagiri, Cho Oyu, Kanchenjunga, Annapurna, and
Lhotse. Such successes, however, came at a serious cost: 80 percent of Poland's
finest high-altitude climbers died on the high mountains during the same period
they were pursuing these first ascents. Award-winning writer Bernadette
McDonald addresses the social, political, and cultural context of this golden age,
and the hardships of life under Soviet rule. Polish climbers, she argues, were so
tough because their lives at home were so tough—they lost family members to
World War II and its aftermath and were so much more poverty-stricken than
their Western counterparts that they made much of their own climbing gear.
While Freedom Climbers tells the larger story of an era, McDonald shares
charismatic personal narratives such as that of Wanda Rutkiewicz, expected to be
the first woman to climb all 8000-meter peaks until she disappeared on
Kanchenjunga in 1992; Jerzy Kukuczka, who died in a fall while attempting the
south face of Lhotse; and numerous other renowned climbers including Voytek
Kurtyka, Artur Hajzer, Andrej Zawaka, and Krzysztof Wielicki. This is a
fascinating window into a different world, far-removed from modernity yet
connected by the strange allure of the mountain landscape, and a story of
inspiring passion against all odds. This title is part of our LEGENDS AND LORE
series. Click here > to learn more.
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Traditional, or simply, trad climbing, is a do-it-yourself adventure requiring the
climbing team to negotiate the climb and to carry, hand-place and remove most if
not all components of the roped safety system. In The Trad Climber’s Bible, two of
the most revered and respected trad climbers in the world, John Long and Peter
Croft, offer hard-won knowledge to aspiring trad climbers in a narrative format
that is as informative as it is entertaining. With photos by iconic climbing
photographer Greg Epperson and AMGA Certified Rock Instructor Bob Gaines,
this full color book will appeal to climbers of all stripes.
Seminal book updated by author of the acclaimed Advanced Rock Climbing Easyto-follow step-by-step instructions 400 new color photos demonstrate techniques
For this new edition of Rock Climbing Anchors, climber and writer Topher
Donahue carefully reviewed each technique and lesson, making them even easier
to understand and learn. Key updates include: Improved content hierarchy,
reading efficiency, and technique emphasis Pros vs. Cons comparison lists
Technological advances and changes in gear and standards Graphic illustrations
of forces, movement, "right" vs. "wrong" technique, and more New section on
anchor considerations for the climbing gym New distinction between "anchor"
and "placement" or "piece"
Climbing partners Maria Hines, a James Beard–awardwinning chef, and Mercedes
Pollmeier, an NSCA-certified strength and conditioning specialist and Level 2
nutritionist, decided that they’d had enough of packaged bars and goos. As a
celebrated chef, Hines can make anything taste great, and Pollmeier knows the
science behind exercise nutrition. On their long drives to crags an idea
blossomed: write a nutrition book for mountain sports. Peak Nutrition details 100
simple and tasty recipes within the context of outdoor goals and body science:
motivation, recovery, hydration; how our digestive system works; how food
provides energy; effects of weather and altitude; the relationship between food,
muscle, and cramping; how nutrition relates to mental and physical stress; and
much more. The authors also explore shifting eating habits and ways to develop a
healthier approach, whether bouldering, climbing, backcountry skiing, mountain
biking, trekking, or trail running. "Peak Profiles" offer food tips from elite athletes
such as backcountry boarder Jeremy Jones and climber Sasha Diguilian and
sample menus help readers plan what to prep and pack.
The Definitive Guide
Imaginary Peaks
Climbing Self-rescue
Peak Nutrition
No-Fat Low-Fat Thai Cookbook
Playing Cards Featuring Mountaineering Tips

Winter recreation in the mountains has increased steadily over the past few
years, and so has the number of deaths and injuries caused by avalanches.
Staying Alive in Avalanche Terrain covers everything you need to know to
avoid trouble in avalanche terrain: what avalanches are and how they work,
common myths, human activities that lead to avalanche trouble, what
happens to victims when an avalanche occurs, and rescue techniques.
Provides step- by-step instruction for determining avalanche hazards,
using safe travel technique, and making effective rescues.
Glacier Mountaineering provides the knowledge and skills needed to safely
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and self-sufficiently navigate over glacier terrain. Hundreds of hilarious and
helpful illustrations by Mike Clelland complement the clear and concise text
by Andy Tyson. Providing critical instruction for anyone planning to travel
over glacier country—from the Cascades to the Rockies to Denali—this book
will guide and entertain readers through glacier anatomy, equipment, route
finding, and rescue techniques.
* Author was an American Mountain Guide Association (AMGA) certified
rock guide and instructor* Learning exercises reinforce key skills* Step-bystep technique illustrated in over 150 photosCraig Luebben taught rock
climbing basics to hundreds of clients and has conducted self-rescue
clinics across the U.S. Here he presents the most common foot positions,
hand grips, and body positions and how to use them precisely, from the
smear to the crimp to the twistlock. Going beyond static moves, he
emphasizes a dynamic style of movement for the greatest climbing
efficiency-a style that makes the most of your strength and your time on
the rock. With an emphasis on safety and how to stay within your abilities,
Luebben teaches how to evaluate potential hazards and then avoid them.
Topics addressed include: risk management, face climbing, crack climbing,
gear, knots, anchors, belaying, toproping, sport climbing, trad climbing,
multi-pitch free climbs, rappelling, aid climbing, bouldering, training, and
self-rescue. Craig Luebben guided professionally for more than twenty
years. The author of How to Rappel!, How to Ice Climb!, and other titles, he
also wrote for magazines including Climbing and Rock & Ice. He opened
many new routes on four continents.Part of the Mountaineers Outdoor
Expert series.
The key to winter travel is knowing how to travel as light as possible. The
Ultralight series is perfect for both beginner and experts alike as Justin
Lichter and Shawn Forry, the first ever winter thru-hikers of the Pacific
Crest Trail, use their knowledge to form the most comprehensive
companion for traveling farther with less weight. Ultralight Winter Travel
focuses on all of the skills and techniques that winter adventurists would
want at their fingertips while in the outdoors. Perfect for winter travelers
from beginner to advanced, this book contains: Worst-case-scenario
advice you’d want handy if stuck in a precarious situation. Topics like:
how to predict weather patterns, how to keep your pack light without
sacrificing the essentials, how to repair or replace gear with limited
materials, and how to deal with the elements when you don’t have a lot of
gear The book is formatted to make learning easy and user-friendly.
Readers will be able to adapt their surroundings to the techniques shown
in the book and safely overcome challenges that which may otherwise have
turned them back.
Low Gravity Days
My Life in the Vertical World
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The Comprehensive Reference--From Belaying to Rope Systems and SelfRescue
The Golden Age of Polish Climbing
A Comprehensive Guide
Modern Tools and Techniques That Will Take You to the Top
* Climbing self-rescue procedures for teams of two - the most
common climbing party size * Techniques equally effective on
rock, snow, and ice * Utilizes gear climbers already carry in
their rack* Includes 40 one-page rescue scenarios and solutions
for climbing accident analysisThe rope is stuck, or too short. A
crucial piece of gear is MIA. You've wandered off route into
dicey terrain. An injury leaves you or your partner in need of
help. Climb long enough and finding yourself in a jam far from
help is inevitable. In Climbing: Self Rescue, two long-time
climbing instructors and guides teach how to improvise your own
solutions, calling for outside help only when necessary. Because
few climbers carry fancy (and expensive) search and rescue gear,
all skills taught in this book use the items typically found on
a climbing rack: rope, carabiners, slings, and cord. Text,
illustrations, and photos explain knots, belaying and hauling
systems, rappelling, ascension, passing knots, how to safely
assist and rig an injured climber, and more. Roughly half of the
book is devoted to real-life climbing scenarios and solutions
ranging from moderate to severe. Because real-life situations
rarely unfold as they do in practice, Climbing Self-Rescue
teaches how to analyze and improvise your way out of a crisis.
2020 Banff Mountain Book Competition Finalist in Mountain
Literature Recounts some of the most dangerous feats in
mountaineering history Insights into the human attraction to
danger and suffering Award-winning author While you wouldn’t
expect climbing an 8000-meter peak in winter to be a popular
activity, there have been 178 expeditions (as of 2019) to the
Himalaya and Karakoram during the cruelest season to do just
that. Polish alpinist, Voytek Kurtyka, termed the practice the
"art of suffering." The stories here range from the French
climber Elisabeth Revol’s solo winter attempt of Makalu, to
American Cory Richards and his dramatic effort on Gasherbrum II
with famed Italian alpinist Simone Moro and Kazakh hard man
Denis Urubko. Award-winning author Bernadette McDonald traveled
extensively to interview many of the climbers featured in this
book--including Revol, the climbing partner of Tomek Mackiewicz,
and Anna Mackiewicz, his widow, meeting them just a few months
after Mackiewicz’s death on Nanga Parbat. McDonald’s many
personal relationships with profiled climbers and her ability to
tap into emotions and family histories lend Winter 8000 an
intimacy too often lacking in mountaineering histories. These
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accounts prove the point: Nature is not subservient to man.
For 50 years, this book has been the 'bible' of the climbing
world. Completely updated and revised, it defines the basics
with expanded chapters on the latest developments in safety,
equipment, technique, snow and glacier travel, and leadership.
* The book that launched a renaissance in climbing technique and
remains relevant today * Techniques and mental skills needed to
climb at a more challenging level * Illustrated with full-color
photos throughout Big, high routes at the edge of a climber's
ability are not the places for inventing technique or relying on
old habits. Complacency can lead to fatal errors. So where does
the hard-core aspirant or dreamer turn? The only master class in
print, Extreme Alpinism delivers an expert dose of reality and
practical techniques for advanced climbers. Focusing on how top
alpine climbers approach the world's most difficult routes,
Twight centers his instruction on the ethos of climbing the
hardest routes with the least amount of gear and the most speed.
Throughout, Twight makes it clear that the two things he refuses
to compromise are safety and his climbing ethics. In addition to
the extensive chapters on advanced techniques and skills, Twight
also discusses mental preparedness and attitude; strength and
cardiovascular training; good nutrition; and tips on equipment
and clothing.
Classic Cascade Climbs
Climbing the World’s Highest Mountains in the Coldest Season
The Outdoor Knots Book
Mountaineering: Freedom of the Hills
Smart Fuel for Outdoor Adventure
Skills for Ski Touring and Ski Mountaineering
This completely revised and updated edition with all new color photos brings together in a
single volume the anchoring systems most popular among climbers. Most climbers today learn
their craft on artificial climbing walls and on sport routes with fixed protection. Their first
efforts to lead on trad routes often come as a rude shock--they find that they haven't the skills
and training to safeguard the climb or to set up solid belays. This new edition of Climbing
Anchors is the climber's complete and authoritative source of information on protection, from
fundamental knots to sophisticated rigging and equalizing skills.
* For climbers who know the basics and are ready to venture at higher altitudes* Written by
longtime guides and climbing instructors certified by the American Mountain Guide
Association (AMGA)* Teaches situational thinking and learning as well as techniqueThis
intermediate-level guide addresses tools, skills, and techniques used in alpine terrain
including rock, snow, ice, and glaciers at moderate altitude - approximately 5000 meters
(16,000 feet) and lower. The technical protection systems are covered, of course. But 30 years
of alpine climbing experience has convinced the authors that mastery - and safety - lie in the
far more difficult task of knowing exactly which techniques to use, where and when.
Therefore, they teach step-by-step decision-making skills, providing scenarios, checklists, and
self-posed questions to inform the decision process. Alpine Climbing assumes some prior
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knowledge, primarily in rock climbing skills and techniques. Basic knots, belaying,rappelling,
building rock anchors, leading, placing rock protection, and movement skills on rock:
variations of these skills that are of particular value in the alpine environment are addressed
in this book.
“The definitive guide to mountains and climbing . . .”—Conrad Anker For nearly 60 years it’s
been revered as the “bible” of mountaineering–and now it’s even better than ever • The bestselling instructional text for new and intermediate climbers for more than half a century •
New edition—fully updated techniques and all-new illustrations • Researched and written by a
team of expert climbers Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills is the text beloved by
generations of new climbers—the standard for climbing education around the world where it
has been translated into 12 languages. For the all-new 9th Edition, committees comprosed of
active climbers and climbing educators reviewed every chapter of instruction, and discussed
updates with staff from the American Alpine Club (AAC), the American Institute for
Avalanche Research and Education (AIARE), and the Access Fund. They also worked with
professional members of the American Mountain Guides Association (AMGA), to review their
work and ensure that the updated textbook includes the most current best practices for both
alpine and rock climbing instruction. From gear selection to belay and repel techniques, from
glacier travel to rope work, to safety, safety, and more safety—there is no more comprehensive
and thoroughly vetted training manual for climbing than the standard set by Mountaineering:
The Freedom of the Hills, 9th Edition. Significant updates to this edition include: • New
alignment with AAC’s nationwide universal belay standard • Expanded and more detailed
avalanche safety info, including how to better understand avalanches, evaluate hazards,
travel safely in avy terrain, and locate and rescue a fellow climber in an avalanche • Newly
revamped chapters on clothing and camping • All-new illustrations reflecting the latest gear
and techniques—created by artist John McMullen, former art director of Climbing magazine •
Review of and contributions to multiple sections by AMGA-certified guides • Fresh approach
to the Ten Essentials—now making the iconic list easier to recall
DOWNLOAD THREE FREE SAMPLE RECIPES FROM DIRTY GOURMET More than
120 deliciously modern recipes for day trips, car camping, and backcountry adventures Offers
a fun and easy approach to planning and prepping camp food The Dirty Gourmet authors
were recently featured in Sunset magazine and other national media “Dirty Gourmet” is
really a lifestyle, one that celebrates delicious food, warm company, and outdoor fun. It
emerged as a website and blog when friends Aimee Trudeau, Emily Nielson, and Mai-Yan
Kwan joined forces to share their love of wilderness, outdoor education experiences, and
knowledge of backcountry cooking through classes, workshops, catering events, and easy yet
exciting recipes. Now, their new book, Dirty Gourmet: Food for Your Outdoor Adventures,
extends their mission to get more people to eat well outdoors and have fun doing it! It
emphasizes healthy eating with fresh ingredients, efficient techniques, and global flavors.
Breakfast, trail meals, sweet and savory snacks, dinners, appetizers, side dishes, desserts, even
refreshing camp drinks—it’s all here! Camp cooks can choose recipes based on the type of
activity they are pursuing—from picnics, day hikes, and car camping to backcountry
adventures by foot, bike, or paddle—as well as find recipes perfect for large groups. Recipes
are organized by activity: Car campers can relax around the fire with Ember Roasted Baba
Ghanoush and Mason Jar Sangria before diving into One Pot Pasta Puttanesca and Grilled
Green Bean Salad, with Maple Syrup Dumplings for dessert. Day hikers will want to take a
break on the trail with Spicy Tofu Jerky and Curried Chickpea Salad or maybe a Pressed
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Sandwich with Sundried Tomato Pesto. Backpackers can start their day with Fried Grits
Scramble with Greens, Leeks, and Bacon and recharge in the evening with Soba Noodles with
Sweet Chili Chicken and a Hibiscus Chia Cooler. To simplify packing and planning, each
section offers a base kit checklist of needed supplies along with tips on getting organized,
preparing ingredients, and cooking with different methods. Complemented by full-color
photos, each recipe features insights from the authors, any additional tools needed, quickreference icons, step-by-step instructions for what to prepare at home and in camp, plus
creative variations.
Guide to the Colorado Mountains
Freedom Climbers
A Comprehensive Guide to the Continents' Highest Peaks
Freedom of the Hills Deck
1001 Climbing Tips
The Freedom of the Hills

"Twenty years in the making, The Climbers shares a stunning collection of images of some of the
icons of mountaineering *Portraits that reveal the core of their remarkable subjects *A visual history
of special significance to climbers of all ages *Beautifully packaged in a cloth slip case to enhance its
collectability. For nearly 2 decades, professional photographer Jim Herrington has been working on
a portrait series of influential rock and mountain climbers. The Climbers documents these rugged
individualists who, from roughly the 1930s to 1970s, used primitive gear along with their considerable
wits, talent, and fortitude to tackle unscaled peaks around the world. Today, these men and women
are renowned for their past accomplishments and, in many cases, are the last of the remaining
practitioners from the so-called Golden Age of 20th century climbing."-Written by the International Federation of Mountain Guides Association (IFMGA) certified
mountain guides Marc Chauvin and Rob Coppolillo, The Mountain Guide Manual is the go-to
reference for novice and experienced mountain guides, as well as advanced recreationalists. Covering
everything from rope systems and belaying to advice on group dynamics and rescuing, the manual
combines practical how-to instruction with clear graphics, illustrations, and awe-inspiring alpine
imagery.
CLICK HERE to download the first 50 pages from Climbing the Seven Summits * First and only
guidebook to climbing all Seven Summits * Full color with 125 photographs and 24 maps including a
map for each summit route * Essential information on primary climbing routes and travel logistics
for mountaineers, with historical and cultural anecdotes for armchair readers Aconcagua. Denali.
Elbrus. Everest. Kilimanjaro. Kosciuszko. Vinson. To a climber, these mountains are known as the
Seven Summits* -- the highest peaks on each continent. If you've ever dreamed of climbing Denali or
Everest, or joining the even more exclusive "Seven Summiters " club, then Climbing the Seven
Summits is the guidebook you need to turn your dream into reality. With Mike Hamill as your guide,
you will discover different approaches to tackling the list, as well as details on what you'll need to
plan an expedition and what to expect from each climb. For each mountain you'll learn about
documents and immunizations, expedition costs, training, guiding options, climbing styles, best
seasons, essential gear, day-by-day itineraries, summit routes, maps showing approaches and camps,
regional natural history, cultural notes, and even post-climb activities like going on safari in Africa or
wine-touring in South America. Throughout you'll also find helpful and inspiring stories from the
likes of Conrad Anker, Vern Tejas, Damien Gildea, Eric Simonson, and other famed climbers.
Special insider tips from Hamill, based on his years of experience, as well as full-color photographs
of each peak round out this collectible guidebook. And, because there remains some controversy
about whether Kosciuszko in Australia or Carstenz Pyramid on the island of New Guinea is the
"seventh summit," this guidebook to the Seven Summits actually covers eight mountains! *Within
mountaineering circles there is debate over which peaks are considered the official Seven Summits.
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For the purposes of this guidebook, the Seven Summits are based on the continental model used in
Western Europe, the United States, and Australia, also referred to as the 'Bass list.'
Keep notes and drawings, and record your adventures with spaces for location, date, time to finish,
difficulty, highlights, partners, and more. There is also ample space for keeping an account of your
climb, trek, or the birds you've identified. Artists can use the space for drawings, while poets can
create haiku or sonnets. These journals make great gifts for outdoor enthusiasts. They are rugged and
inexpensive, and just what many people want in an adventure--an analog activity with no screen or
battery.
The essential climbers’ guide: from rock, ice and big-wall climbing to diet, training and mountain
survival
Techniques to Take You Higher
Mastering Basic Skills
Climbing Anchors
Rock Climbing
Training for Peak Performance
This book is for climbers of all ages, abilities, and interests who wish to improve their performance.
Climbing: Training for Peak Performance carefully details the foundation and fundamentals of nutrition
for mind and body, flexibility training, aerobic, and strength conditioning, and how to put it all together
to help you perform better.
CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD A KNOT SAMPLER FROM THE CHAPTER ON "KNOTS FOR
HIKING & CAMPING" (Provide us with a little information and we'll send your download directly to
your inbox) * Guidelines for selecting the best rope and the best knot for the activity at hand * Knottying directions clearly illustrated with photos * New entry in the Mountaineers Outdoor Basics series
It's fair to say that climber Clyde Soles is obsessed with ropes and knots and their absolute performancesince he regularly entrusts his life to ropes on sheer rock faces. His unique book explains how to select
and use ropes, cordage, and webbing for the outdoors. Invaluable information is provided on rope
handling techniques (how to avoid dreaded tangles) and the best methods for rope care and maintenance.
Step-by-step directions for tying over 40 knots are clearly illustrated with photographs. Other useful
features include a glossary and a knot comparison chart by activity. Chapters include Knots Basics (from
Tripod Lashing to the Figure 8 Loop), Knots for Hikers and Climbers (from the Prusik knot to the
Autoblock), Knots for Canoeists and Kayakers (from the Buntline hitch to the Bowline on a bight), and
more. This is the definitive text on ropes and knots for anyone who plays in the outdoors!
Guide to the Colorado Mountains, 10th Edition compiles updated route descriptions for more than 1,500
hiking and climbing destinations-peaks, passes, lakes, and trails- from the expert trip leaders of the
Colorado Mountain Club.
"If there is only one 'how to' book to read for the aspirant and expert alike, it is Freedom of the Hills. In
fact, it is fair to say that Freedom is the definitive guide to mountains and climbing and has influenced
pretty much every climber." -- Conrad Anker * 50th anniversary edition of the title considered "bible" of
climbing * With nearly 1 million copies sold, this is the all-time bestselling mountaineering and
climbing title * Printed on 100% recycled paper Since the publication of the first edition in 1960,
Freedom, as the book is known, has endured as a classic mountaineering text. From choosing equipment
to tying a climbing knot, and from basic rappelling techniques to planning an expedition -- it's all here in
this essential mountaineering reference. A team of more than 40 experts -- all active climbers and
climbing educators -- reviewed, revised, and updated this compendium to reflect the latest evolutions in
mountaineering equipment and techniques. Major updates include a significant new chapter on
conditioning, plus detailed and extensive revisions to rescue and first-response, aid climbing, and
waterfall and ice climbing.
Climbing
The Climbers
Alpine Climbing
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Improvising Solutions for Serious Situations
Backcountry Skiing
The 25th Anniversary ebook, now with more than 50 images. 'Touching
the Void' is the tale of two mountaineer’s harrowing ordeal in the
Peruvian Andes. In the summer of 1985, two young, headstrong
mountaineers set off to conquer an unclimbed route. They had
triumphantly reached the summit, when a horrific accident mid-descent
forced one friend to leave another for dead. Ambition, morality, fear
and camaraderie are explored in this electronic edition of the
mountaineering classic, with never before seen colour photographs
taken during the trip itself.
2020 Banff Mountain Book Competition Finalist in Guidebooks Crack
climbing is a highly technical form of movement in which climbers
position their hands, feet, and even their entire body in cracks to
make upward progress on rock. An advocate for the sport’s aesthetic
lines, physicality, and technical know-how, author Pete Whittaker
teaches more than sixty Crack School Masterclasses each year and was
featured in the popular climbing film Wide Boyz. This detailed and
comprehensive guide teaches step-by-step techniques and tips,
including for: Jamming (finger, hand, fist, foot, arm, leg, body)
Crack types (chimneys, liebacks, underclings, roof cracks) How to
safely lead and place protection Efficient positioning and movement
Strength recovery while climbing
Imagine an alien came down to Earth, stuck a probe into a climber’s
brain – one who’d been climbing for over thirty years – and then
transmogrified the contents into a big book of climbing tips. Well,
1001 Climbing Tips by Andy Kirkpatrick is just such a book. This is no
regular instruction manual – it’s much more useful than that. This is
a massive collection of all those little tips that make a real
difference when at the crag, in the mountains, or when you’re planning
your next big trip. It’s for anyone who hangs off stuff, or just hangs
around in the mountains. These tips are based on three decades of
climbing obsession, as well as nineteen ascents of El Cap, numerous
Alpine north faces, trips to the polar ice caps, and many other scary
climbs and expeditions. The following areas are covered: Basics,
Safety, Big Wall, Ice, Mixed, Mountain, Training, and Stuff.
Revised, the 5th edition redefines the basics with the latest
information on climbing techniques, snow and glacier travel, weather,
safety, first aid, and leadership. Expanded chapters on first steps,
belaying, and aid climbing and pitoncraft, plus several new sections
on rock climbing, help broaden skill and expertise. Freedom covers the
latest in equipment, including plastic boots, specialized rock shoes,
step-in/clamp-on crampons, interior-frame packs, modern.
Beyond the Mountain
The Ultimate Guide to Lightweight Winter Camping, Hiking, and
Backpacking
Extreme Alpinism
Climbing the Seven Summits
Glacier Mountaineering
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Rock Climbing Anchors, 2nd Edition

Mountaineering: Freedom of the HillsMountaineers Books
The memoirs of the woman rock climber who was the first person to accomplish a "free
ascent" of the Nose on Yosemite's El Capitan describe her early days as a Hollywood
stunt artist, friendships with other climbers, near-fatal eighty-foot fall, and personal
strategies. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
Author is a renowned writer in international climbing community Fascinating story of
hoax that inspired a quest for a North American Shangri-La Vivid recounting of fabled
mountains from across the world Using an infamous deception about a fake mountain
range in British Columbia as her jumping-off point, Katie Ives, the well-known editor of
Alpinist, explores the lure of blank spaces on the map and the value of the imagination.
In Imaginary Peaks she details the cartographical mystery of the Riesenstein Hoax
within the larger context of climbing history and the seemingly endless quest for newly
discovered peaks and claims of first ascents. Imaginary Peaks is an evocative, thoughtprovoking tale, immersed in the literature of exploration, study of maps, and basic
human desire.
The Mountain Guide Manual
Winter 8000
An Illustrated Guide to Glacier Travel and Crevasse Rescue
Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills
Touching the Void
Climbing Light, High, and Fast
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